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INTRODUCTION

Congratulations on your purchase of the leather furniture made of first-class leather 

manufactured by the leading Italian tannery New Pel Company! The tannery New Pel Company 

was established in the well-known tanner's town of Arzignano in the north of Italy in 1987. 

The firm buys the best raw materials possible in the whole world. Thanks to the advanced 

technologies they produce leather of the first-class quality, and they have more than 200 shades 

and colours in their stock.

Import of leather to the Czech Republic and Slovakia is secured by an exclusive representative 

Ing. Michal Pavlát who has approx. 20 000 m2 of leather at his disposal thanks to the large storage 

spaces. For more information about the firm and the complete offer of the leather see 

www.leatherpavlat.eu.

Leather is a natural, fine and time-proven upholstery material. It makes luxurious atmosphere 

and it is a synonym of luxury, comfort and elegance. Thanks to its natural features, among which 

are the typical smell, softness, strength, flexibility and non-homogenous look that hasn't been 

substituted adequately so far, it has been popular among the customers who are able 

to appreciate it.

The furniture made of leather is a dominant item of the room, catching our eyes immediately. 

It is not only an interesting design element of the flat. At the same time, it is a place where you 

spend lots of your time, relaxing with your family and friends and thinking. Therefore, 

it is important that it should create an area full of harmony, with maximum user comfort suiting 

to your personal lifestyle.

We believe that making investment to the leather you make provision for long-lasting comfort 

that is sure to fulfil your expectations and will provide you with soothing arms and a shelter.

To maintain the natural beauty of your sofa for many years, we recommend you to read 

the whole enclosed brochure containing interesting information and recommendations 

related to proper use and care of the product you have bought!
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1.0 NATURAL LEATHER

1.1. Leather history

History of leather is nearly 6 000 years old. The first methods of tanning were invented when 

the man tried to dry the fur of a hunted animal. The first mineral tanning agents were invented 

in the 19th century. Thanks to the development of vegetable and chemical tanning agents, 

tanning has made great progress at present. Indisputably, there is no other material having 

so many advantageous features. Leather can breathe; it is fine, with easy cleaning and 

maintenance. Leather feels warm, pleasant, and it has aesthetic look and the unique smell 

of a natural material. Here we would like to assure you again that the upholstery leather sold by 

our company is manufactured using the proper technology, of the first-class quality, and it meets 

all of the applicable regulations and standards. Meeting the regulations is for us very important 

and is one of our priorities.

1.2. Hide or leather?

In fact, the question is not so difficult. Hide is a raw material that is processed (by so-called 

tanning) in order to create leather for subsequent use. Tanning is a physical and chemical process 

when untreated raw skins and hides become leather. Raw hide is a very complex system 

and its change into leather is a complex technological process. Suitability of the raw material 

for the appropriate type of leather is determined depending on the type of the raw material, 

i.e. skin of which animal is used.

We most often use bovine skin, namely skin of bulls of heavy weight category. The raw material 

of large areas is supplied, and that is why it is more suitable for cutouts for larger upholstery parts 

than leather of small area, e.g. calf leather or sheepskin leather. Leather used for upholstery 

is usually very soft and flexible.

For proper choice the differences between individual types of leather should be understood. 

Each of them may fulfil different requirements and needs.

The most widely used types of leather for upholstery are chrome-tanned leather.
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1.3. Classification of upholstery leather

            Aniline leather - Bonanza

Aniline leather keeps its natural character up to the largest 

possible extent. The grain side is nearly uncorrected, 

the appearance is not uniform, there may be visible wrinkles, 

scars, traces of insect bites, etc. The naturalness and original 

marks reflect the history of the animal's life and they are a proof 

of natural character of the hide, which is an original. Pores are 

open, the leather can breathe, and that is why it always has the 

ambient temperature and offers incomparable sitting comfort. 

However, it is more susceptible to soiling. Aniline leathers are very attractive thanks to their 

softness, fineness and velvet surface increasing comfort of use of the seating furniture. 

The furniture with aniline leather more rapidly reacts to radiation of light, and after some time 

and as a result of use it gets patina emphasizing its natural beauty.

            Nubuck (rubbed hide) - Panama

Nubuck is one of the aniline leather categories. The difference 

is in the surface treatment, when the grain side is finished with 

rubbing, thanks to which it gets a velvet surface creating fine 

maps upon touch. Moreover, the rubbing improves the leather 

resistance to mechanical damage and capacity to absorb water 

– it is slightly water repellent. On the other hand, higher need 

of regular care is a disadvantage. The leathers are more 

sensitive to change of the colour shade caused by radiation 

of light. Natural patina changing into velvet shine may appear on the exposed places of its surface 

after some time.

             Pull-Up

Pull-Up is a lightly rubbed or smooth leather of aniline type. 

Unlike common aniline leathers dip dyed in aniline dye, 

a protective fat, oil or wax layer is applied on the leather surface. 

This results in so-called Pull-Up effect that is manifested by the 

surface brightening when stretched out. The Pull-Up leather 

feels very natural and soft at touch. All of its features, 

e.g. the grain pattern and colouring, are preserved. As a result 

of use patina and traces of wear, e.g. breaks, oxidation of the 

colour, liquid stains, elongation or abrasion, occur on the exposed places in a short time. Surface 

of the porous leather may often be coloured by a foreign object as well.

A
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Depending on subsequent method of treatment upholstery leather is classified as follows:
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            Semi-aniline leather - Ohio, Sauvage, Louvre, Manhattan

Semi-aniline leathers are dyed through, similarly as the aniline 

leathers, by dip dyeing in aniline colour. Their surfaces 

are treated with a thin layer of pigment, which is determined 

to unify it, but it doesn't disrupt their natural look. However, the 

leather is not quite uniform on the whole area, its natural look 

is partially preserved, and there are certain irregularities 

on the surface. The pores are not quite closed, and that's why 

the hide can breathe, it is pleasant to the touch, which increases 

the fine touch and comfort upon sitting. The leathers offer combination of softness and pleasant 

touch as in the event of the aniline leathers, with the advantage of higher protection of the grain 

thanks to the applied surface treatment.

           Pigmented leather - Prince, Nevada, Florida, Daytona, Nappa, Dundee, Torro, Dakota

Pigmented leathers are finished by application of pigment 

colour on usually rubbed grain of the leather in certain thickness 

having the covering effect, and it practically unifies the character 

of the leather surface. Surface of such leather has fewer natural 

features, including small defects of the hide. The pigment colour 

and final treatment of the leather surface influence the softness 

and touch; a thicker layer may adversely affect the features. 

However on the other hand, this surface treatment improves 

the leather resistance to soiling. Pigment leathers are the most frequently used ones, and they 

are very practical for most customers, because the care of them is the easiest of all of the basic 

types. They also show the highest resistance to changes of the colour shade due to the light 

radiation or rubbing down the surface treatment. On the other hand, ability to let humidity 

through is very limited in this type of leathers. This allows its use for all types of furniture, but 

substantially reduces comfort if compared with the aniline, nubuck and semi-aniline leathers.

            BY-CAST - Bycast

By-Cast is laminated sole leather, not good enough to be 

processed into leather split or suede leather. This leather 

is covered with plastic foil 0.15 mm thick up to one third of the 

leather thickness, which considerably improves its mechanical 

characteristics. The foil is mostly printed with an artificially 

consistent texture and in some cases even with marked 

perforation reminding of the holes made by hair. As in the event 

of any plastic material, care of the product is quite easy. 

However, it may not be considered equal to leather, because it isn't as strong, soft, air-permeable 

and durable as the natural product.

P
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            Split 

Split is a sliced off lower layer of the hide abutting on the meat 

of the animal. It is used for manufacture of embossed leathers, 

which means the leathers with artificial pattern on the grain. 

If the split treatment is of high quality, the look is really beautiful, 

but it is not equal to the grain leather. In the event of higher 

thickness the leathers may be horizontally divided into upper 

and middle part of hide and lower split. Well treated upper split 

may be used for less exposed or invisible parts of the 

upholstered furniture, e.g. side parts of armrests and back of the upholstered furniture. It is more 

rigid and less workable, less flexible and has lower plastic memory if compared with the grain 

leather.

            Synthetic leather

Synthetic leather – laminated textile material, it is an artificial 

material, usually consisting of two layers and replacing 

the natural hide. It is made from non-toxic polyurethane 

material in the upper layer and the ground layer is most often 

made from cotton cloth. As for material, it has nothing to do with 

the leather. On the other hand, it has identical appearance 

and structure with the leather, and it imitates the leather also 

to touch. Moreover, it may be made in any colour. Most often 

it is used in upholstery, with the same use as the natural leather, but the price of the synthetic 

leather is much lower, nearly the same as the price of the first-class upholstery cloth. New types 

of synthetic materials offer double-sided air permeability. Durability of the synthetic leather 

depends on durability of the cloth used as the ground layer. Overall durability is lower than 

durability of the natural hide, but its abrasion resistance is higher, it is elastic, and also care 

of synthetic leather is easier.

P
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1.4. Natural characteristics of leather

Natural hide is obtained from skin of animals. Every animal and subsequently every leather 

is different and has individual marks. Scratches caused by thorns, insect bites, folds on neck, 

various folds of fat, small veins, warts, scratches caused by horns, wounds and scars prove 

authenticity of the material. The marks obtained during the life of the animal don't reduce value 

of the final product at all. Variability is obtained also thanks to different colours visible on one and 

the same hide. The variability and differences are not eliminated during the manufacturing 

process. Any leather sofa is made of the hide of a few animals. None of the hides have the same 

structure and colour, and that is why colour penetration is not uniform on the whole area of the 

hide. Local differences in structure and colour of the leather used for the seating furniture are 

influenced by natural characteristics of the used material; they prove originality and natural 

character of the hide. Variability of the hides may in no case be considered a defect 

of the material or the seating furniture.

Wrinkles

Signs

Trademark or Stamp

Damage caused 

by barbed wire

Damage caused by a worm living 

under the skin of the animal
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Dissimilar design on the whole area 

of the leather

Defect of the leather structure resulting

from the presence of manure

Crack or cut – stab on the grain sprinkled

with finish

Crack on the grain sprinkled with finish

Veins – prints of vessels Scratches – thin healed scars

Wrinkling (fat wrinkles) Healed scar (may be caused by prickles 

on bushes and fences)
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Stamp or branding Stamp or branding (from flesh side)

Scratches – flick of a whip Sprayed dermal dust 

Round scar caused by a wart Small worms
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1.5. General characteristics of leather

Those who have decided to buy a leather sofa have obtained a natural product of great variability 

and with irregularities. The customers, similarly as you, are able to appreciate the natural 

character of the leather if compared with the homogenous artificial leather. It includes 

the natural damages, fine differences in colour and surface caused by the way of life of the 

animal, environment and other influences of the surrounding area on the animal that provide the 

unique character and guarantee the genuineness of the product. Namely the irregularities 

and differences make each hide an original. The natural characteristics don't reduce value of the 

sofa – it's exactly the opposite – they provide the leather and therefore your furniture very 

valuable, individual natural look.

As a result of use and curing the leather gets the so-called patina. Experts say that visible marks 

of use, e.g. folds and more intense lustre in some more exposed places, provide the sofa with 

unique charm and vividness. Appearance of the leather is different in various places of one piece. 

That is why we can find more and less smooth places if we examine the sofa properly. It is a sign 

of natural and unrepeatable material – leather.

As we have mentioned above, leather is a product with marks of nature. Visibility of the marks 

differs very much. Insect bites, stamps (brands), scratches, ageing, damage resulting from 

durability tests may cause scars on the bovine leather. The scars are partially visible also in the 

treated leather. There they represent natural marks that guarantee first-class leather. 

As a matter of fact, it is not possible to complain about the scars.

How long is the lifetime period of leather?

Thanks to the tanning process the leather gets the required physical-mechanical, technical and 

user qualities. During normal use it resists to any deterioration. Leather is protected against 

bacteria attack and it repels moths.

Cleaning and care of the leather furniture with proper agents may protect the surface, improves 

the resistance of the leather and maintains its value. In fact, the lifetime period of the leather 

generally depends on the frequency of use.

We suggest you to clean the sofa with suitable agents recommended by the producer for 

the given type of leather; they will clean your sofa without causing any damage and spots, they 

don't contain any dangerous chemical substances and remove usual dirt and sweat. After any 

cleaning the leather should be treated with protective agent (impregnation) that will keep your 

sofa soft and preserve its attractive look. The agent contains all necessary nutritious 

and moistening components. If you follow the instructions for use, you will substantially extend 

the durability. Soiling that is absorbed rapidly, e.g. fats, food causing spots, lipsticks, unsuitable, 

non-recommended and aggressive cleaning agents break down the natural fibres, and therefore 

they may adversely affect the durability. They may affect resistance as well.
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Is the hide really cold?

At present tanning is one of the methods of finishing as e.g. cutting diamonds or jeweller's work. 

In the first moment leather may be felt cold, but it takes up warmth of the body immediately 

(or very rapidly).

Leather contains air determined for insulation or heat compensation between the fibres 

and cells, and that is why it warms up a little longer than the upholstery cloth, but the period 

is very short.

Immediately at first touch the leather takes up temperature and humidity of the body, 

compensates temperature and vapour. Today's natural leather with a thick cover shows better 

activity upon breathing and compensating temperature than the artificial leather, because 

the artificial leather (imitation) won't adapt to the body temperature.

Why isn't the leather cover optically always the same?

Visible scars and natural irregularities on the leather surface represent natural marks proving 

natural character and genuineness of your leather. They are caused by everyday life of the herd 

of cattle. Nearly every animal may often be hurt at pasture, by the fence or in the shed. 

We can also see various small injuries caused by accumulation of the animals in one place. 

However, the marks don't affect durability of the hide; they are traces of the life. It is not possible 

to influence the nature, and that is why the small irregularities in the colour or structure of the 

material are considered beautiful and a result of the natural origin. Namely thanks to this each 

leather sofa is unique, see Natural marks, page 9.

Why may the colour shade be different in an additionally ordered part to the existing 

upholstered furniture?

It is due to the fact that the structure of every hide and its natural marks are different. The colour 

shade differs in separate parts of the hide (back, buttock, stomach, neck, etc.). The environment 

and nutrition of the animals are different! This influences fibre structure of the hide. In the event 

of an additional order (e.g. for extension of your sofa) you have to expect small differences 

in colour. However, the colour variability is not a reason for lodging a complaint.
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1.6. Possible damages to leather due to incorrect use

May the sofa be damaged by sunshine or its position near heating elements?

After some time every hide fades a little. In fact, any upholstery leather may be damaged 

by the sunshine if it is placed at the window and subjected to the sunshine in the room for a long 

period, resulting in discolouring of the leather. In fact, namely white and light hides may turn 

yellow. Leather sometimes discolours under blankets, bed covers, armrest protectors and other 

objects. Every natural material loses its colour intensity due to the sunshine. E.g. non-protected 

natural leather discolours visibly after a month of sunshine.

Why gets leather dry?

During the tanning process some substances are put into the leather that increases the leather 

resistance to heat and improves the hydrothermal stability. We can often encounter dried 

and even horny leather. This is a result of long-term exposure of the leather to very dry environs 

or use of various chemicals that may dry the leather, among which are suds.

Pieces of furniture placed near the heat sources need more intense care, because they dry more 

rapidly and the surface may become brittle (fragile).

Why gets leather stretched out of shape?

It is a natural process when the leather stretches as a result of frequent use, and this effect occurs 

not due to loosened upholstery, but natural stretching of the upholstery leather. The user may 

prefer sitting in the same place and this causes so-called effect of preferred place, where 

the leather and the filling visibly differ from the rest of the sofa. To obtain uniform folds we 

recommend that the customers use all places on the sofa evenly. Leather is a natural material 

with certain characteristics. Leather is characterized by different elongation in different 

directions (longitudinally and transversally), and that is why uniform elongation of the leather 

on the whole sofa may not be guaranteed, which doesn't affect quality and usability of the 

product. If the leather stretches out, it is a natural property, and it may not be claimed. Level of the 

leather stretching may be influenced by softness of the filling – the softer is the filling (and sitting 

is more comfortable thanks to it), the larger is the permanent stretching of the leather.

Why may the finish be damaged (discharged) and flaked off?

Regularly, approximately once every three months, you should treat the places exposed to body 

sweat or hair, because aggressive body fat is collected in the places after some time and a fatty 

stain with ammonia may appear there. The aggressive substances may even discharge the finish 

and subsequently cause wiping off and even flaking off.

Why does leather change colour?

Quite often the leather may change its colour as a result of exposure to textile or newspaper 

colours. This damage is less or more distinctive in all leather colours. However, the change 

in colour is visible especially at light colour leather. Most often it is caused by various items 
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of clothes (jeans, jackets, belts, cushions and similar articles).

Change in colour of the leather resulting from colour migration from clothes, newspapers 

or other products getting into contact with the sofa surface is not due to a low quality 

of the leather and that is why the damage may not be claimed!

To a large extent the transport of colours is caused by human sweat containing salts, fat 

and organic acids or alkali that solve the colour. That is why you should never sit on the leather 

furniture in wet clothes. We recommend that you should treat the most exposed places regularly 

with protective agents that will prevent penetration of the colours into the hide and fix the finish 

colour.

What should you avoid?

We do not accept any liability in the event of damage caused by food, fluids, sweets, liquids 

determined for care of human body, cosmetics, by smoking and medicines.

The upholstered product should be protected from loss of colour caused by the sunshine 

and accelerated ageing of the internal materials by placing in proper place, use of Venetian 

blinds, curtains, etc.

The upholstered furniture should not be used by pets. If you are not able to prevent the contact of 

the upholstered products with your pet, you should protect the upholstery in a suitable way, 

e.g. by covering with a protective cover.

Don't apply any violent methods or aggressive agents for local cleaning of stains or overall 

cleaning of the upholstered product. Don't use any sharp objects, coarse brushes, abrasive 

papers, unsuitable aids and tools, etc. for cleaning that may cause irreversible damage 

to the product.

Before you start using your sofa, we recommend that you should treat it with a suitable 

protective agent determined for the given type of leather.
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2.0 TRANSPORT AND UNPACKING THE SOFA

Handling leather in the event of severe frost:

In the event of temperature drop below -10 °C the leather undergoes thermal shock causing 

temporary embrittlement of the surface finish. Especially, one should be careful when packing 

the leather (to minimize folds) and transporting them at low temperatures, because handling 

at low temperatures may be dangerous for the leather. We don't recommend you to transport 

the leather products in cold days at all, because even making a dent in the parts may result 

in cracks in finish. Storage is very important as well. If the leather freezes during transport, 

it should be kept packed in a warm room and in rest for 16 hours. The same relates to the leather 

products (armchairs, sofas, etc.) that are left in frost during transport; they should also be kept in 

rest at the room temperature for at least 16 hours, before they are used. Failure to follow the 

instructions may result in cracking of the surface finish.

Handling during transport:

Turning over of the individual parts of the sofa one on the other should be prevented during 

transport, because excessive pressure may cause irreversible damages to the leather 

and the filling. When carrying the leather product, take the hard part of the body; in no case you 

should grip soft parts, e.g. backrests or armrests.

Unpacking:

Don't use knives or any sharp or stabbing objects for unpacking the product, because they may 

damage the furniture. The damages caused during unpacking may not be claimed. You should 

take photographs if you reveal any damage to the packing material.

3.0 BASIC RULES FOR USE OF LEATHER PRODUCTS

Leather (or hide) is a natural, naturally beautiful material of animal origin, with its typical marks, 

e.g. natural scars and scratches, pigment spots, small scrapes or wrinkles. It is a very resistant 

material with a life period. To keep its beauty and natural look as long as possible, it is necessary 

to take proper and regular care of it and to follow a few recommendations related to use.

Meeting the rules is not very time-consuming, and may extend the lifetime of your leather 

furniture several times!
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Spilt fluids (water, wine, tea, beer, spirits, etc.) should be wiped away immediately 

with absorbent cloth. This way you will prevent serious and irreversible damage 

to the hide.

We recommend you to use exclusively first-class agents determined for the certain 

type of the hide for care of the leather furniture. Before application of any agent 

on the leather, you should always make a test on a less visible place.

Don't subject the leather to the direct sunshine or any other strong light source. 

This way you will prevent changes in colour shade, you will keep the leather soft, 

without any cracks, breaks and discolouring.

Don't place the leather furniture near a radiator, fireplace or any other heat source. 

The minimum recommended distance between the radiator and the leather 

furniture is 40-50 cm and between the fireplace and the leather furniture the 

distance should be approximately 100 cm.

Fresh stains and dirt should be cleaned immediately in accordance with 
instructions for the given type of leather. If you are not able to clean the dirt with 
the cleaning agent, you shouldn't rub the leather excessively or use any 
home-made cleaning agents. Contact a specialist immediately or visit the website 
www.lederzentrum.cz

Protect your leather furniture from pets. Their claws, saliva and body secretions 

may cause damage to the leather surface.

Prevent any contact of the leather with sharp objects, e.g. belts or metallic 

accessories of the trousers. The leather is very resistant, but not to unexpected 

events or damage.

Prevent any contact of the leather with foreign items that you don't know exactly 

whether they may not colour the leather surface, e.g. newspapers, magazines, 

jeans and cushions.

You should sit only on places determined for sitting! Use all of the sitting 

places of the sofa by turns to prevent differences in the leather look and stiffness 

of individual seats. Don't let children jump on the sitting surface and armrests 

of the sofa or sit on the armrests.

The optimum weather conditions for the leather furniture are as follows: 

air humidity 50 – 75% and air temperature 10 – 25°C. Common leather furniture 

may not be used in humid areas, e.g. near swimming pools.

Regular care extends life period of the leather substantially! That is why 

we recommend you to wipe dust away with moist napkins once a week. Complete 

cleaning and impregnation of the sofa should be made (depending on frequency 

of use) 2-4 times a year.
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4.0 LEDERZENTRUM CARE

The leather furniture of high quality looks very elegant and it represents an investment in value 

for a long period. That is why it deserves proper care. Characteristics of the leather change 

naturally during ageing. Surface of the leather may fade, crack, dry and distort in other ways. 

That is why all good producers and dealers of leather furniture confirm that regular care 

is necessary and may extend the lifetime of the leather many times. We guarantee that care of the 

leather is not as difficult as you may have thought.

Lederzentrum GmbH is a European leading company in development of professional agents and 

technological processes of maintenance, repairs and renovation of upholstery leather 

in the furniture and automobile industries. For more than 20 years they have been developing 

a complex system of care of leather for their customers. It is determined to prevent or to solve 

the problems with the leather upholstery.

Thanks to a many years' close cooperation of Lederzentrum and the Italian tannery New Pel 

Company we know assortment of upholstery leather made by the tannery very well 

and therefore we are able to recommend you the proven and tested agents of COLOURLOCK® 

brand suitable for regular care that is necessary 2 – 4 times a year depending on frequency of use. 

To make things easier, we divided the agents into categories depending on the leather name and 

type.

If any stains or any other damage is caused to the leather that may not be repaired with usual 

agents determined for care of the leather, you should contact a professional firm immediately. 

Incorrect cleaning with unsuitable agents or unprofessional interventions may even worse 

the damage or to damage the leather irreversibly, and you may lose the right of guarantee.

4.1. Products for regular care of the leather made by New Pel Company:

           Pigment leatherP

LEDERPFLEGE-SET - Mild

Suitable for the following articles:  Prince, Ohio, Nevada, Florida, Dakota, 

Dundee, Torro,  Sauvage,  Louvre,  Manhattan

Practical cleaning set determined for regular care of pigment smooth 

leather. The set contains the cleaning agent Lederreiniger Mild 200 

ml, the protective agent Leder Versiegelung 150 ml, application cloth, 

cleaning sponge and absorbent microfiber towel.



LEDERPFLEGE-SET - Stark

Suitable for the following articles: Prince, Ohio, Nevada, Florida, Dakota, 

Dundee, Torro,  Sauvage,  Louvre,  Manhattan,  Daytona,  Nappa

Practical cleaning set determined for single use. It should be used 

for care of badly soiled pigment leather. The set consists of the 

cleaning agent Lederreiniger Stark 200 ml, the protective agent 

Leder Versiegelung 150 ml, application cloth, cleaning sponge, fine 

brush and absorbent microfiber towel.

LEDERPFLEGE-SET - Anilinleder

Suitable for the following articles: Bonanza

Practical cleaning set determined for regular care of smooth aniline 

leather. The set consists of the cleaning agent Aniline Cleaner 200 ml, 

the protective agent Aniline Cream 150 ml, application cloth, 

cleaning sponge and absorbent microfiber towel.

LEDERPFLEGE-SET - Rauleder

Suitable for the following articles: Panama

Practical cleaning set determined for regular care of rubbed aniline 

leather. The set consists of the cleaning rubber Nubuk Radierer, 

the abrasive sponge Leder Schleifpad, the caring agent Aniline 

Protector 400 ml, the protective agent Rauleder & Textil 

Imprägnierung 200 ml, fine brush and absorbent microfiber towel.

LEDERPFLEGE-SET - Car Interior

Suitable for the following articles: Daytona,  Nappa

Practical cleaning set determined for regular care of automobile 

pigment leather. The set consists of the cleaning agent Lederreiniger 

Mild 200 ml, the protective agent Leder Versiegelung 150 ml, 

application cloth, cleaning sponge, fine brush and absorbent 

microfiber towel. 

           Aniline leather 

           Rubbed leather

A
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LEDERPFLEGE-SET - Kunstleder

Suitable for the following articles: By-Cast

Practical cleaning set determined for regular care of synthetic 

leather, imitation leather and natural leather with polyurethane 

surface finish. The set consists of the cleaning agent Kunststoff 

Reiniger Stark 200 ml, the protective agent Kunststoff Protector 

150 ml, application cloth, cleaning sponge and absorbent microfiber 

towel.

           Synthetic leatherK

You can find complete offer of the products determined for care and renovation 

of the leather on www.lederzentrum.cz.

In the event of an accident or unforeseen event contact the professional firm 

Lederzentrum ČR represented by Karel Ochman, telephone number +420 724 336 946.

5.0. GUARANTEE CONDITIONS

5.1. Guarantee conditions
 
The guarantee period of 24 months is used for defects that may occur during the period even 

if the leather product has been placed on a suitable place, has been used and maintained 

properly.

The guarantee does not apply to excessive wear, common wear resulting from every-day use 

or damage caused as a result of incorrect location (e.g. fading of the covering due to exposure 

to sunshine), incorrect use and incorrect or violent handling, or improper care.

The guarantee does not apply to wear (snags, abrasion, scratching, burning-out, dissolution 

of the covering, colouring etc.) of the upholstery leather with sharp objects, e.g. buckles and tacks 

of trousers, pets' claws and teeth, burning cigarettes, burning coal from the fireplace or the stove, 

nail polish, nail polish remover, various colours, paints, glues, any other chemicals, etc. 

The guarantee does not apply to defects caused by improper storage and transport or use in any 

other environs and under any other but the specified conditions. The guarantee does not apply 

to defects caused by violent handling, other than manufacturing treatment, incorrect assembly 

and disassembly, improper maintenance. The guarantee does not apply to slight crimping 

of the leather covering due to natural elongation of the upholstery material or depression 

of the shaping or filling materials after a few months of use.

Possible claims should be lodged as soon as possible in your dealer (manufacturer) who you 

bought the product from. The claim will be handled in accordance with the applicable regulations 

within 30 days from the date of lodging the claim, unless a longer period is agreed with 

the customer.
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In the event that any visible defects are found during takeover of the product, the claim should be 

lodged immediately by making a record in writing on the delivery note.

5.2. Rules of claim procedure

Two types of defects are specified in the rules of claim procedure:

Removable – the defect of the product has to examined by the seller and if necessary 

by the service technician of the producer. If they state that the defect is removable by repair, 

the goods will be repaired and returned free of charge

Irremovable – the defect of the product has to examined by the seller and if necessary 

by the service technician of the producer. If they state that the defect is not removable by repair, 

the next steps will be in accordance with the Civil code (§ 2165/1) and with the Law 

for the consumer protection (§19, law 634/1992).

Conditions for acceptance of the goods in the claim procedure:

You should lodge the claim, enclosing the receipt, directly in the shop where you bought 

the goods or by sending a letter (e-mail) to the shop or any other business premises where 

the goods were bought immediately after you find the defect so that its cause may be 

determined.

6.0. CONCLUSION

Dear customer,

Thank you for your purchase. We believe that you were satisfied with the course of the purchase 

and that the goods will serve you to your satisfaction. To gain your trust and increase satisfaction 

with the purchase, we enclose these instructions how to act in various situations that may occur. 

We hope that the information will be helpful and we will gladly accept your findings and opinion 

about our products, firm or this brochure. We will be happy if you recommend our firm to your 

friends. We will gladly serve them as well.

We thank you and wish you many pleasant moments spent with our products. We hope that the 

leather made by New Pel Company will serve you to your satisfaction and meet your 

expectations.

                             Technical matters were consulted with the authorized laboratory AZL Otrokovice, 

                                 tel.: +420 577 663 404



Ing. Michal Pavlát

Exclusive representative of New Pel Company S.r.l. for the Czech Republic, the Slovak Republic and Hungary

U Sýpky 419

664 61 Rajhradice

Czech Republic

GSM: +420 777 665 740

Tel.: +420 543 215 756

E-mail: objednavky@kuzepavlat.cz 
www.leatherpavlat.eu

Karel Ochman - LEDERZENTRUM CZ

Exclusive representative of Lederzentrum GmbH for the Czech Republic

9. května 528/11

794 01 Krnov

Czech Republic

Tel./Fax: +420 552 304 048

GSM: +420 724 336 946

E-mail: info@lederzentrum.cz

www.lederzentrum.cz

Slovak agency of Ing. Michal Pavlát and Lederzentrum CZ 

Stanislav Šipoš

GSM: +421 905 187 311

E-mail: s.sipos@centrum.sk

Bazovského 2351/16

955 01 Topolčany

Slovakia
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